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&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;If there is one conquistador who needs little introd

uction is the morion hatted explorer Gonzo. This cheerful chap burst on &#128183

;  the scene in 2013 in Gonzo&#39;s Quest, one of the finest combinations of fea

tures, charm, and playability NetEnt has ever &#128183;  produced and is still p

opular to this very day. It is dated, of course, as most eight-year-old games on

 any &#128183;  platform are. However, a Megaways reboot in 2024 by Red Tiger wa

s like a modernising adrenal shot right in the &#128183;  heart of the franchise

 which was also followed up by a live casino game titled Gonzo&#39;s Treasure Hu

nt. Now we &#128183;  have Gonzo&#39;s Gold from NetEnt themselves, which breaks

 with tradition. Gonzo&#39;s Gold is a cluster pays slot, without a cascade/reac

tion &#128183;  mechanic, that climaxes in a symbol expansion feature during fre

e spins.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Before free spins start, players pick 1 of 9 question &#128183;  mark s

ymbols - this reveals the rounds&#39; special expanding symbol. Whenever 2 or mo

re adjacent expanding symbols land, they expand &#128183;  to cover an entire ro

w or reel. After the symbols expand, an additional cluster win is awarded for th

e cluster &#128183;  of expanded symbols.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Like Play&#39;n GO&#39;s Dr Toonz slot, players are sure to fire up Gon

zo&#39;s Gold because, hey, it&#39;s Gonzo, &#128183;  right? Yet, without the w

ord &#39;Gonzo&#39; in the title, it would be easy to scroll past Gonzo&#39;s Go

ld in a &#128183;  line-up. The rest of the game, for the most part, doesn&#39;t

 live up to expectations or do the series justice. &#128183;  It was always a bi

t of a risk turning Gonzo into a cluster pays slot, so NetEnt deserves a few &#1

28183;  cool points for being brave. The removal of the cascading win system, wh

ich features so large in previous Gonzo slots, &#128183;  is either brave or a m

isstep, though. Without cascades, it does feel a bit wrong. So does, pushing Gon

zo so &#128183;  far into the background as to be almost non-existent. Like we s

aid, without the name (and the familiar face on &#128183;  the top premium), it 

would be hard to differentiate this as a Gonzo slot from the mass of other Aztec

 &#128183;  themed games. The idea here was likely to turn classic &#39;book of&

#39; style gaming into a cluster pays slot.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Like a &#128183;  &#39;Book of&#39; slot, high or low-value symbols hav

e their pros and cons here. Sorry to state the obvious, yet lows &#128183;  land

 more often but pay less, while the premiums are rare but are worth more should 

they cluster up. Filling &#128183;  screens with any of the high pays would be a

 sweet result, none more so than Gonzo, who pays out &#128183;  5,000x the bet f

or a full 25 symbols cluster. A unicorn event, perhaps, though even smaller clus

ters aren&#39;t bad when &#128183;  several rows or reels get covered by the exp

ander.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;While trying not to sound like one of those people that demands &#12818

3;  the moon on a stick, we were hoping for more from Gonzo&#39;s Gold. It perfo

rmed okay, though it is basic, &#128183;  both in form and function. Redeeming q

ualities include free spins that trigger fairly frequently and a neat expanding 

symbol feature. &#128183;  Yet, it just doesn&#39;t feel very Gonzo-y, and after

 putting the game through its paces, there is markedly less replayability &#1281

83;  compared to previous releases.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;
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